Discover the Power
of Smart Lighting
Control your lights, shades and temperature from anywhere – whether you’re home or away. Caséta Wireless dimmers and switches install in minutes, work with numerous bulb types – including dimmable LEDs and CFLs, and bring
the convenience of a connected home to your fingertips.
A smarter timer - your customers will always come back to a well-lit home
• Set timer once and never have to reset it again
• Timer schedules automatically adjust when seasons change
• No reprogramming for daylight saving or power outages

A hassle-free 3-way

• Add 3-way or multi-location control without needing to wire another
switch
• Easily add additional points of control at any time
• Mount remote on any surface for an additional point of control, without
cutting holes
• Get in and out of a job fast

Works with the Google Assistant

Enjoy hands-free control of the Caséta lights in your home with the Google Home voice-enabled speaker
powered by the Google Assistant. Turn lights on, off or anywhere in between simply by asking Google. You can
even ask if you’ve left any lights on around the house.

Works with Samsung SmartThings

Add even more automation to your home by controlling your lights and shades from the SmartThings app.

Works with Nest Cam

Nest Home/Away assist and Caséta can automatically adjust the lights, shades, and temperature when home
or away. And now, if Nest Cam detects a person while you’re away, your lights can automatically turn on to
make it look like you’re home.

Works with HomeKit-enabled ceiling fans from Hunter fan company

Conveniently adjust Hunter HomeKit-enabled ceiling fans from the Lutron App or by using Siri®. Turn them on
and off, and change speeds. And if the fan has a light attached to it, you can even adjust that, too – right from
your phone.

Caséta Wireless Range Extender

You can now use a plug-in lamp dimmer to extend the wireless range of your Caséta system by 30 feet.
Choose the lamp dimmer to use as a range extender in the Lutron App under “Settings > Advanced”. Limit
one range extender per system.

Caséta Wireless ELV+ dimmer

The ELV+ dimmer is ideal for ELV and LED loads, but is also compatible with incandescent, halogen, MLV and
LTE LED drivers. The dimmer also includes a favorite button, similar to the Pico
remote, which recalls a favorite preset level on the dimmer.
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